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ABSTRACT
Nocturnal mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) frequently develop over the Great Plains in the presence
of a nocturnal low-level jet (LLJ), which contributes to convective maintenance by providing a source of
instability, convergence, and low-level vertical wind shear. Although these nocturnal MCSs often dissipate
during the morning, many persist into the following afternoon despite the cessation of the LLJ with the onset
of solar heating. The environmental factors enabling the postsunrise persistence of nocturnal convection are
currently not well understood. A thorough investigation into the processes supporting the longevity and
daytime persistence of an MCS was conducted using routine observations, RAP analyses, and a WRF-ARW
simulation. Elevated nocturnal convection developed in response to enhanced frontogenesis, which quickly
grew upscale into a severe quasi-linear convective system (QLCS). The western portion of this QLCS
reorganized into a bow echo with a pronounced cold pool and ultimately an organized leading-line, trailingstratiform MCS as it moved into an increasingly unstable environment. Differential advection resulting from
the interaction of the nocturnal LLJ with the topography of west Texas established considerable heterogeneity in moisture, CAPE, and CIN, which influenced the structure and evolution of the MCS. An inlandadvected moisture plume significantly increased near-surface CAPE during the nighttime over central Texas, while
the environment over southeastern Texas abruptly destabilized following the commencement of surface heating
and downward moisture transport. The unique topography of the southern plains and the close proximity to the
Gulf of Mexico provided an environment conducive to the postsunrise persistence of the organized MCS.

1. Introduction
Nocturnal mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) frequently occur over the Great Plains region of the United
States (e.g., Kincer 1916; Means 1952; Wallace 1975;
Fritsch et al. 1986; Carbone and Tuttle 2008) and are
often elevated in that they exclusively ingest conditionally unstable air located above either a nocturnal
inversion or a low-level frontal inversion (e.g., Maddox
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1980, 1983; Corfidi 2003; Moore et al. 2003). This elevated instability, or CAPE, is generally supported by the
poleward advection of high equivalent potential temperature (ue ) air by a nocturnal low-level jet (LLJ; Fritsch and
Maddox 1981; Maddox 1983). The LLJ may interact with a
surface front to provide a focus for convection initiation
(CI; Maddox 1983; Trier and Parsons 1993; Moore et al.
2003) or support CI in the absence of a surface boundary
(Wilson and Roberts 2006; Pu and Dickinson 2014; Reif
and Bluestein 2017; Gebauer et al. 2018).
Daytime MCSs are typically maintained by the regeneration of convective cells at the leading edge of a
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cold pool (Rotunno et al. 1988), whereas nocturnal
MCSs may be maintained or aided by a bore or gravity
wave (e.g., Koch et al. 2008a; Parker 2008; Schumacher
2009; French and Parker 2010; Marsham et al. 2011;
Blake et al. 2017). Furthermore, owing to spatiotemporal heterogeneity within the environment, different
portions of a nocturnal MCS may be maintained by both
cold pool and gravity wave mechanisms simultaneously
(e.g., Schumacher 2015). Additionally, strong dynamical
forcing associated with mature convection may be
sufficient to lift conditionally unstable air within the
near-surface stable layer to its level of free convection
(LFC), enabling nocturnal convection to remain surface based (e.g., Parker 2008; Nowotarski et al. 2011;
Billings and Parker 2012). The degree to which nocturnal convection is surface based is often uncertain
and thus creates complications for forecasters, who
may underestimate the severe wind and tornado threats
associated with these systems (Horgan et al. 2007; Corfidi
et al. 2008).
Parker (2008) and French and Parker (2010) utilized
idealized simulations to describe how initially surfacebased convection may become elevated in the presence
of a stabilizing environment. However, fewer studies
have explicitly examined how nocturnal convection
responds to a destabilizing environment after sunrise.
Marsham et al. (2011) documented elevated convection
that developed near the terminus of the LLJ and triggered both gravity waves and bores, which initiated
subsequent convection. During the morning, this elevated convection evolved into a surface-based MCS.
Trier et al. (2011) examined this case using a WRFARW simulation and found that mesoscale processes
were important for conditioning the inflow environment
of the MCS and that the system lacked a well-defined
cold pool until midmorning, which suggests that it had
been maintained via elevated convergence throughout
the night. Moreover, this study found that insolation did
not significantly impact the strength of the convection
until the system had become surface based, which led to
the dominance of the cold pool.
Hane et al. (2008) conducted a 5-yr climatology of
morning MCSs over the southern Great Plains and
found that 28% remained steady or strengthened during the late morning and persisted into the afternoon.
Despite this, the environmental factors responsible for
such daytime persistence are currently not well understood. Hane et al. (2008) found that the movement
of convection in tandem with a synoptic-scale disturbance did not increase the likelihood of daytime persistence despite the fact that these disturbances often
played a role in CI. However, Gale et al. (2002) noted
that MCSs over the Midwest tended to dissipate once
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they were no longer supported by an LLJ, which
may be the result of diminished CAPE and/or vertical
wind shear.
We present herein an investigation into how multiscale processes and environmental heterogeneity influenced the development and evolution of an initially
elevated, nocturnal MCS that persisted into the following afternoon as a surface-based system. Section 2
overviews the MCS and the synoptic environment in
which it developed, and section 3 details the early evolution of the observed convection. A description of the
WRF-ARW simulation used in this study is presented
in section 4. Processes related to the LLJ and its interaction with topography are discussed in section 5.
The influences of environmental heterogeneity and
solar heating on the convective evolution are presented in section 6. Finally, a summary of this study
and proposed avenues for future research are found in
section 7.

2. Case description
Two convective clusters developed in central Oklahoma at approximately 0300 UTC1 6 October 2014.
These clusters quickly grew upscale into a quasi-linear
convective system (QLCS), and the western portion of
the system (hereafter QLCS-W) reorganized into a bow
echo and ultimately a leading-line, trailing-stratiform
(LLTS) MCS (Fig. 1). Convection associated with this
MCS persisted for more than 18 h and traversed more
than 800 km before moving over the Gulf of Mexico.
This event produced 21 severe wind and 21 severe hail
reports between 0355 and 1725 UTC, and an EF1 tornado was reported in eastern Oklahoma just after
0600 UTC.
The timing, persistence, and severity of this event
were poorly anticipated by both operational convectiveallowing models and the Storm Prediction Center. For
example, the 0000 UTC 6 October 2014 initialization of
the High-Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR; Benjamin
et al. 2016) model depicted CI in central Oklahoma, but
failed to capture the upscale growth into a long-lived
MCS (not shown). The propensity for numerical models
to poorly depict the initiation and longevity of nocturnal
convection has been discussed by several studies (e.g.,
Surcel et al. 2010; Kain et al. 2013; Pinto et al. 2015), and
significant work is currently ongoing to improve forecasts of nocturnal convection as part of the recent Plains
Elevated Convection at Night (PECAN) field campaign
(Geerts et al. 2017).

1

LST 5 UTC 2 6 h.
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FIG. 1. Composite NEXRAD radar reflectivity (dBZ) for (a) 0300, (b) 0600, (c) 0900, (d) 1200, (e) 1500, and (f) 1800 UTC 6 Oct 2014.

Environmental overview
The MCS discussed herein materialized within a
synoptically active environment typical of events occurring outside of the traditional warm season. During
the daytime, an east–west temperature gradient had
developed over the southern plains, and a surface low
and dryline were located over the Edwards Plateau
region of west Texas at 0200 UTC (Fig. 2). A quasistationary front, which was characterized primarily
by a pronounced wind shift and low-level moisture
gradient, extended northeastward from the low pressure center into central Oklahoma. Additionally, an
extensive radar fine line had moved into northern
Oklahoma, which was associated with a northwesterly
wind surge accompanying a surface cold front that had
been reinforced by convective outflow. As shown in
the RAP analysis, this cold front propagated southeastward with time in tandem with an upper-level
short-wave trough embedded within northwesterly
flow (Figs. 3a,b).
A southerly nocturnal LLJ (e.g., Blackadar 1957;
Whiteman et al. 1997) had begun to develop over the
southern Great Plains by 0300 UTC (Fig. 3a), which
advected moisture northward into central Oklahoma.

As the cold front approached the region of warm, moist
air supported by the LLJ, strong northerly flow within
the cold air mass acted in tandem with the increasing
potential temperature gradient to enhance horizontal
frontogenesis2 at 925 hPa (Figs. 3c,d). The cold front
ultimately merged with the quasi-stationary front,
and frontogenetical forcing for ascent in the presence
of high-ue air supported by the LLJ seemingly led to
CI within the 13-km RAP analyses by 0400 UTC
(not shown).
As previously stated, the two convective clusters had
begun to develop by 0300 UTC (Fig. 1a): the western
cluster (i.e., QLCS-W) formed along the observed surface cold front, but to the north of the quasi-stationary
front, and the eastern cluster (i.e., QLCS-E) formed
along the quasi-stationary front prior to the frontal
merger. At 0300 UTC, the RAP analysis depicted mostunstable CAPE (CIN) values, which are calculated by
lifting the highest ue parcel located within the lowest

2
The assumptions regarding horizontal Petterssen frontogenesis
exclude vertical tilting and diabatic processes, which may have
been relevant above ground (i.e., at 925 hPa) and in the presence of
precipitation.
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FIG. 2. Surface observations from (a) ASOS locations overlaid with Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite-13 (GOES-13) 10.7-mm IR satellite imagery and (b) Oklahoma
Mesonet locations overlaid with NEXRAD radar reflectivity (dBZ) from Vance AFB,
Oklahoma (KVNX), valid at 0200 UTC 6 Oct 2014. Warmer colors in (a) denote colder
brightness temperatures. The quasi-stationary front, dryline, and cold front are illustrated
using standard notation, and the low pressure center is indicated by the red ‘‘L.’’ An extensive
radar fine line is collocated with the cold front.

300 hPa, that were generally greater than 1000 J kg21
(less than 50 J kg21) in central Oklahoma (Figs. 4a,b).
The corresponding RAP sounding from Kingfisher,
Oklahoma—located to the north of the quasi-stationary
front near the observed CI region for QLCS-W—exhibited
a strong nocturnal inversion and dry lower troposphere with
an overlying moist layer centered at approximately 600 hPa
(Fig. 4c). Moreover, the most pronounced layer of potential
instability was located above ;650 hPa, which would be
omitted from the most-unstable CAPE calculation owing to
1) the presence of a higher ue parcel at 950 hPa, and 2) its
location above the lowest 300 hPa of the profile. The vertical displacement required for a parcel originating at some
level (z0 ) to reach its LFC (zLFC ), given by

DzLFC 5 z0 2 zLFC ,

(1)

can be used to better estimate the source layers for
convective updrafts (e.g., Houston and Niyogi 2007).
One should note that this method is subject to the fundamental assumptions behind parcel theory and therefore ignores the implications of layer lifting, which may
enable low-level parcels to become unstable at lower
heights as inversion layers aloft are weakened via ascent
(Bryan and Fritsch 2000). Unlike the deemed ‘‘mostunstable parcel,’’ which required DzLFC ’ 3.5 km, parcels within the elevated layer of potential instability
required ,1 km of lifting, which supported the development of the shallow elevated convection observed
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FIG. 3. Depiction of (a) 250-hPa wind speed (shaded; kt), 850-hPa wind barbs (half barb 5 5, full barb 5 10, pennant 5 50 kt; 1 kt 5 0.5144 m s21), and
sea level pressure (contours; hPa), (b) 300-hPa absolute vorticity (za , shaded; 31025 s21), wind barbs (kt), and geopotential height (contours; dam), (c) 850hPa potential temperature (shaded; K), geopotential height (contours; dam), and wind barbs (kt), and (d) 925-hPa Petterssen horizontal frontogenesis
function [shaded; K (100 km 3 3 h)21], geopotential height (contours; dam), and wind vectors (m s21) using the RAP analysis valid at 0300 UTC 6 Oct 2014.

ahead of the short-wave trough (Fig. 2). Although the
Kingfisher sounding did not specifically support the
development of deep convection, this observation is
noteworthy because it alludes to the shortcomings associated with using most-unstable CAPE and CIN to
forecast the general formation of elevated convection.
In contrast, the 0300 UTC RAP sounding from
Norman, Oklahoma—located just south of the quasistationary front—was characterized by a low-level moist
layer that was overlain by a midlevel dry layer, which
collectively yielded a deep layer of elevated potential instability (Fig. 4d). While DzLFC . 2 km for much of the
profile at this time, further destabilization within this

region likely occurred prior to CI owing to low-level
moisture advection and ascent ahead of the approaching
short-wave trough. As frontogenesis increased across
central Oklahoma in association with the approaching
cold front and subsequent frontal merger, strong
mesoscale forcing for ascent within this destabilizing
air mass would have fostered the development of
deep, elevated convection. Additionally, the Norman
RAP sounding was characterized by a 0–6-km bulk
wind difference of 26.1 m s21 and a corresponding
deep-layer shear vector that was directionally invariant with height. Such a shear profile supported
the development of a QLCS-type convective mode
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FIG. 4. RAP analysis depiction of (a) CAPE (shaded; J kg21) and (b) CIN (shaded; J kg21) for the most-unstable parcel within the
lowest 300 hPa at 0300 UTC 6 Oct 2014. Sea level pressure (contours; hPa) and 1000–500-hPa bulk wind difference (barbs; kt) are also
shown in (a) and (b). The corresponding RAP soundings for (c) Kingfisher, OK, and (d) Norman, OK, are depicted on the bottom. The
sounding insets include profiles of ue (violet; K) and DzLFC (orange; m) for parcels located at various pressure levels (hPa). The yellow and
green stars in (a) denote the locations of Kingfisher and Norman, respectively.

characterized by embedded circulations and bowing
segments (Thompson et al. 2012).

3. Radar and Oklahoma Mesonet observations
The early convective evolution was examined using
both NEXRAD (Crum and Alberty 1993) and Oklahoma

Mesonet (Brock et al. 1995) observations, which have a
5-min temporal resolution. Shortly after their development, both aforementioned convective clusters rapidly
became invigorated as they moved southward into an
increasingly unstable air mass and developed cold pools
(Fig. 4). QLCS-W passed over the El Reno, Oklahoma,
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2b, but for (a) 0400 and (b) 0800 UTC. The cold front and outflow
boundary are drawn with standard notation, and the dashed black line represents the location
of the wind shift line associated with the bore front. NEXRAD radar reflectivity is a composite produced from the following radars: Vance AFB (KVNX), Oklahoma City (KTLX),
Tulsa (KINX), Frederick (KFDR), OK, and Ft. Smith (KSRX), AR.

Mesonet site at approximately 0400 UTC, which was
located just to the south of the quasi-stationary front
(Figs. 5a, 6a). Temperature and pressure rises of 2.28C
and 1.7 hPa, respectively, and 20–30-kt wind gusts were
observed during a 15-min period prior to the passage of
the outflow boundary at 0405 UTC. These temporal
signatures in the surface observations suggest that a bore
may have been associated with QLCS-W early during
its lifetime (e.g., Koch et al. 1991). Following this
invigoration period, several individual cells within the
two clusters acquired supercellular characteristics and
produced severe wind and hail reports across central
Oklahoma. At approximately 0601 UTC, an EF1 tornado formed from an intensifying mesovortex along the
northern flank of a bowing segment within QLCS-E
(Fig. 1b). The Mesonet site in Stigler, Oklahoma, which
was impacted by the bowing segment and located approximately 48 km west of the location of the tornado,

observed a 3.6-hPa pressure jump coincident with 40-kt
wind gusts and a 48C temperature decrease (Fig. 6b);
such surface signatures are consistent with the passage
of a density current, which suggests that the dry midlevel
air had fostered the development of a pronounced cold
pool. QLCS-E, along with frontal convection that later
developed in Arkansas, continued to move southeastward with time along with the upper-level disturbance
(Fig. 1c).
By 0800 UTC, the convection in southeastern Oklahoma
that was associated with QLCS-W had split from
QLCS-E and weakened considerably, and backbuilding
convection (e.g., Schumacher and Johnson 2005; Keene
and Schumacher 2013; Peters and Schumacher 2015)
had developed behind the merged outflow–frontal
boundary and a preceding wind-shift line (Fig. 5b). This
wind-shift ‘‘line’’ was manifested as several parallel
fine lines with horizontal wavelengths of approximately
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FIG. 6. Meteograms of 5-min surface observations taken at the Oklahoma Mesonet sites in (a) El Reno, (b) Stigler, (c) Lane, and
(d) Durant, OK. The individual meteogram panels are (from top to bottom) temperature (red; 8C) and dewpoint temperature (green; 8C);
wind speed (navy; kt), wind gusts (blue; kt), and wind direction (orange; degrees); altimeter pressure (black; hPa); and 24-h accumulated
rainfall (orange; in.). Site locations are denoted in Fig. 5.

5–8 km, and surface warming was observed with its
passage at several locations in southwestern Oklahoma.
These fine lines were likely affiliated with a bore (e.g.,
Wilson and Roberts 2006; Koch et al. 2008a), and
the ascent of warm, moist air over this bore and the
trailing outflow–frontal boundary apparently led to
backbuilding CI.
Unlike with the passage of QLCS-E at Stigler 90 min
earlier, no distinct cold pool was observed at Lane,
Oklahoma, as QLCS-W moved over the site after
0700 UTC (Fig. 6c). However, a wake low signature
(Johnson and Hamilton 1988) was observed behind the
convection, which had manifested as a 3.3-hPa pressure

decrease over a 10-min period coincident with substantial
drying. A similar signature was detected at the Durant,
Oklahoma, site after 0800 UTC, which was characterized
by a 5-hPa pressure decrease over a 25-min period
(Fig. 6d). Wake lows often develop within the stratiform
region to the rear of weakening or dissipating convection,
and previous studies have attributed their formation to a
descending rear-inflow jet (RIJ) behind the convective
line (e.g., Johnson and Hamilton 1988). Therefore, the
development of a descending RIJ may have contributed to the subsequent reorganization of QLCS-W as it
moved into northern Texas (Fig. 1). This idea is examined
more fully in section 6a.
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TABLE 1. WRF-ARW Model, version 3.6.1, configuration and
physics parameterizations.

FIG. 7. The grid configuration used for the WRF-ARW simulation. The outer domain is characterized by a 3-km horizontal grid
spacing, and the inner nest (encompassed by the white rectangle) is
characterized by a 1-km horizontal grid spacing.

4. WRF simulation
a. Model configuration
To better understand how the MCS and its environment
evolved, a 23-h simulation was conducted from 2100 UTC
5 October to 2000 UTC 6 October 2014 using version 3.6.1
of the WRF-ARW Model (Skamarock et al. 2008). Initial
conditions (ICs) for atmospheric and soil fields were obtained from the 13-km RAP analysis valid at 2100 UTC
(Benjamin et al. 2016), and the lateral boundary conditions
(BCs) were updated hourly using the corresponding hourly
RAP analyses. The simulations were run with convectivepermitting grid spacings (i.e., no cumulus parameterization
was employed), with two-way nested domains of Dx 5
Dy 5 3 km (outer) and Dx 5 Dy 5 1 km (inner), respectively (Fig. 7). All WRF analyses discussed herein
were performed using the 1-km inner domain. A stretched
vertical grid comprising 100 vertical levels below 30 hPa
was utilized. The lowest grid point was located at approximately 14 m AGL, and the average Dz within the
lowest 1 km was approximately 60 m in order to provide
high vertical resolution within the stable PBL.
The parameterizations utilized in the simulation are summarized in Table 1. The Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino
(MYNN) level 2.5, TKE-based PBL scheme (Nakanishi

Configuration

Outer domain

Inner domain

Horizontal grid spacing
No. of grid points
No. of vertical levels
Time step
ICs/BCs
Cumulus
PBL
Surface layer
LSM
Microphysics
Shortwave radiation
Longwave radiation

3 km
420 3 530
100
3s
13-km RAP
None
MYNN level 2.5
Eta similarity
Unified Noah
Morrison
Dudhia
RRTM

1 km
901 3 1111
100
1s
13-km RAP
None
MYNN level 2.5
Eta similarity
Unified Noah
Morrison
Dudhia
RRTM

and Niino 2006, 2009) was used in tandem with the
Eta surface layer scheme (Janjić 1996), which is
based upon Monin–Obukhov similarity theory. The
coupled Unified Noah LSM (Ek et al. 2003) was
utilized to update the soil fields with time. Owing to
the complex microphysical structure of MCSs and
the importance of this structure to the internal dynamics of these systems, the double-moment Morrison microphysics parameterization (Morrison et al.
2009) was employed, which has been shown to
produce realistic trailing-stratiform regions. This
parameterization utilized a ‘‘hail-like’’ option for
graupel, which previous studies (e.g., Adams-Selin
et al. 2013) have shown to help mitigate the tendency
for microphysics schemes to result in cold pools that
are unrealistically too strong. Additionally, the employment of a hail-like microphysical class allowed
for the depiction of more distinct convective cores
(Bryan and Morrison 2012). Shortwave and longwave
radiation were parameterized using the Dudhia (Dudhia
1989) and RRTM (Mlawer et al. 1997) schemes,
respectively.

b. Verification of simulation and overview of the
simulated MCS
The evolution of the WRF simulated radar reflectivity
is shown in Fig. 8. In terms of reflectivity structure, the
simulated MCS closely resembled the observed system
during its later stages (i.e., after it had moved into
Texas), but the early hours of the simulation were
complicated by erroneous convection that formed in
central Oklahoma shortly after initialization. The development of this convection was caused by persistent,
regional errors in the low-level dewpoint field within the
RAP ICs, which produced a localized region of CAPE .
2000 J kg21 (Fig. 9) in central Oklahoma, as compared
to approximately 433 J kg21 observed by the Norman
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FIG. 8. Simulated radar reflectivity factor (dBZ; lowest model level) valid at (a) 0300, (b) 0600, (c) 0900, (d) 1200, (e) 1500, and
(f) 1800 UTC 6 Oct 2014. The erroneously simulated MCS is denoted by the black arrow.

sounding 2 h later (not shown). These dewpoint errors
resulted from an error in the dewpoint observation at
the ASOS site in Shawnee, Oklahoma,3 which was then
ingested into the RAP model through its hourly data
assimilation system (Benjamin et al. 2016). Unfortunately, the persistence of this error meant that other RAP
initialization times (e.g., 2000 UTC, 2200 UTC) produced
similar results. However, simulations that were initialized
using other models (e.g., GFS and NAM) failed to
produce a long-lived MCS.4
The erroneous convection had weakened by 0600 UTC
and was absent in the simulation by 0900 UTC (Figs. 8b,c),
but this system had produced a shallow cold pool over

3
Location shown in Fig. 9. When compared to the Oklahoma
Mesonet site also located in Shawnee, the dewpoint reading at the
ASOS was approximately 38–58C greater for several hours.
4
The sensitivity of the simulated convection to IC differences
is beyond the scope of this paper, and the reader is directed to
Chasteen (2017) for further discussion.

central and southern Oklahoma, which impacted the initiation and early evolution of the MCS of interest. Despite
the initial deficiency in the simulation, both the observed
(Fig. 1c) and simulated convection (Fig. 8c) had split into
two portions (i.e., QLCS-E and QLCS-W) by 0900 UTC,
and the simulated QLCS-W had moved to the south of
the erroneous outflow boundary and reorganized into a
bow echo near the Oklahoma–Texas border. Additionally,
backbuilding convection was evident in the WRF simulation by 0900 UTC, but was weaker and less extensive than
in the observations. Because considerable heterogeneity in
moisture and instability existed within the environment in
this region (as is discussed in the following sections), this
discrepancy may be attributed to a ;100–120-km westward bias in the location of the simulated bow echo, which
likely resulted from the influence of the erroneous cold
pool on the early convective evolution.
After the simulated convection had moved into Texas,
it was subjected to low-level thermodynamic and wind
profiles that were undisturbed by the prior erroneous
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FIG. 9. RAP analysis depiction of surface-based CAPE (shaded;
J kg21) and sea level pressure (contours; hPa) at 2100 UTC 5 Oct
2014. The yellow star denotes the location of Shawnee, OK.

convection over Oklahoma and thus behaved comparably to the observed convection after approximately
0900 UTC. Such consistency suggests that insight into
the processes responsible for its reorganization into a
LLTS MCS and persistence after sunrise can be gleaned
from the WRF simulation despite the initial discrepancies. Therefore, the following discussion will focus
primarily on the WRF simulation.

5. LLJ evolution and establishment of
environmental heterogeneity
We next describe how processes influenced by the
nocturnal LLJ led to the establishment of environmental
heterogeneity, which ultimately influenced the convective structure and evolution.

a. Background on the LLJ
The preferred frequency of the southerly nocturnal
LLJ over the Great Plains has been well documented
(e.g., Bonner 1968; Whiteman et al. 1997; Song et al.
2005), and its formation has been attributed to both the
inertial oscillation (Blackadar 1957) and baroclinicity
arising from differential heating and cooling over sloping
terrain (Holton 1967). Recent analytical studies (e.g.,
Shapiro and Fedorovich 2009; Du and Rotunno 2014;
Shapiro et al. 2016) have attempted to unify these theories, and the resultant LLJs from such an inertia–gravity
oscillation (not to be confused with inertia–gravity

waves) have structures and evolutions consistent with
observations and climatology.
However, such 1D analytical studies do not account
for all processes that may arise owing to differential
heating over sloping terrain. For example, Gebauer
et al. (2018) recently described how differential heating
over the Great Plains can promote zonal variability in
the depth of the daytime convective PBL, which subsequently influences the depth and strength of the nocturnal LLJ. These horizontal variations in baroclinicity
and PBL depth promote stronger, height-veering LLJs
over the higher terrain, which also veer with time owing
to the inertial oscillation. LLJs with spatially heterogeneous structures are responsible for differential thermal
and moisture advection and have been shown to yield
eastward-moving regions of elevated convergence that
may lead to the development of north–south-oriented
lines of convection (Reif and Bluestein 2017; Gebauer
et al. 2018). Additionally, 3D terrain variations (e.g.,
regional plateaus), which may influence the low-level
thermodynamic and wind fields, are neglected by the
aforementioned analytical studies.

b. Moisture plume and development of capping
inversion
As previously described, an east–west temperature
gradient had developed over the southern plains throughout
the day as a result of elevated heating over the Edwards
Plateau. During the evening, the onset of the inertia–
gravity oscillation induced southeasterly upslope flow
over central Texas (Fig. 2a), and the low pressure
center intensified as it moved northeastward with time.
Baroclinicity arising from horizontal variations in
daytime heating and PBL depth (Fig. 10a) supported
the development of a spatially heterogeneous, heightveering LLJ, which was strongest to the east of the low
pressure center along the sloping terrain of the Balcones Escarpment (location denoted in Fig. 11a). The
strongest winds within the LLJ were located at approximately 400–500 m AGL (Figs. 10b,c), which provided considerable moisture advection (Figs. 10d–f)
and led to a temporal increase in elevated CAPE over
central Texas (Figs. 10g–i). By 0600 UTC, two pronounced regions of elevated CAPE were evident: 1) a
region located between 1.5 and 4 km MSL and centered
at x ’ 250 km, which was associated with northeastward moisture advection as the LLJ veered with height,
and 2) a region located between 1 and 2 km MSL and
x 5 200–500 km, which was the result of poleward
moisture advection and ascent as the LLJ veered with
time (Fig. 10h).
The simulated mesoscale environment in this particular
case had a rather unique evolution in that surface-based
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FIG. 10. West–east vertical cross sections of (top) wind speed (shaded; kt), u (gray contours; K), and wind barbs (kt) for (a) 0300,
(b) 0600, and (c) 0900 UTC; (middle) water vapor mixing ratio (shaded; g kg21), u (gray contours; K), and zonal winds (vectors; m s21)
for (d) 0300, (e) 0600, and (f) 0900 UTC; and (bottom) CAPE (shaded; J kg21) and u (gray contours; K) for (g) 0300, (h) 0600, and
(i) 0900 UTC 6 Oct 2014. The dashed green line in (c) depicts the approximate location of an eastward-moving region of elevated
convergence. The cross-sectional path (where the green circle corresponds to 0-km distance on the x axis) is overlaid with panel (i).

CAPE also increased substantially throughout the night
within a relatively narrow corridor paralleling the Balcones
Escarpment (Figs. 10, 11). Such a stark increase in
surface-based CAPE was peculiar because the formation of a nocturnal inversion, which generally precedes
the development of an LLJ, typically decouples the
near-surface air from the layer of greater instability aloft
and also inhibits the downward transport of moisture
advected northward by the LLJ until after sunrise. This
corridor of high surface-based CAPE developed in association with the inland advancement of a low-level
moisture plume originally located over the Gulf of
Mexico (Figs. 11a–f), which was characterized by high
relative humidity, weak near-surface stability, low-level
turbulent mixing, and enhanced surface winds. This
moisture plume was evident in the ASOS observations
at 0900 and 1200 UTC as the northward protrusion of
high dewpoint temperatures and dense low-level cloud
cover located over central Texas (Figs. 12a,b). Moreover, enhanced surface winds were observed within the

moisture plume, but the observed wind speeds were
;5 kt slower than the simulated 10-m wind speeds over
much of the region (not shown). This discrepancy suggests that the MYNN PBL scheme may have produced
too much turbulence within the moisture plume owing
to the presence of strong vertical wind shear and weak
static stability.
Characteristics of nocturnal moisture plumes were
described by Hu and Xue (2016), who found that they
often move as far northward as Dallas, Texas, following
the onset of the LLJ. Consistent with their findings, the
simulated moisture plume described herein had an initial structure resembling that of a sea-breeze density
current (not shown), which broke down following the
development of the LLJ. After sunset, the LLJ first
developed within the moisture plume near the Texas
Gulf Coast, and its leading edge advanced nearly 300 km
inland by 0300 UTC. Over time, the LLJ veered in response to the inertia–gravity oscillation, which caused
the plume to advance northward parallel to and along
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FIG. 11. WRF depiction of (top) surface water vapor mixing ratio (shaded; g kg21), 0-dBZ radar reflectivity (black contours), terrain height
(orange contours; every 100 m between 300 and 700 m), and surface wind vectors (m s21) for (a) 0800, (b) 1000, and (c) 1200 UTC; (middle) surfacebased CAPE (shaded; J kg21), 0-dBZ radar reflectivity (red contours), terrain height (green contours; every 100 m between 300 and 700 m), and
surface wind vectors (m s21) for (d) 0800, (e) 1000, and (f) 1200 UTC; and (bottom) 1.5-km u (shaded; K), 0-dBZ radar reflectivity (blue contours),
terrain height (green contours; every 100 m between 300 and 700 m), and 1.5-km wind vectors (m s21) for (g) 0800, (h) 1000, and (i) 1200 UTC
6 Oct 2014. The edge of the strong capping inversion at 1200 UTC is shown by the dashed red line in (i). All surface values correspond to the
lowest model level. Radar reflectivity is taken at 500 m AGL.
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FIG. 12. ASOS observations overlaid with GOES-13 10.7-mm IR satellite imagery at (a) 0900, (b) 1200, (c) 1500, and (d) 1800 UTC 6 Oct
2014. Dewpoint temperatures of 188, 208, and 228C are contoured in violet.

the eastern edge of the Balcones Escarpment (Figs. 11a–f).
Additionally, the intensification of the surface low during
the night further promoted the northward advancement
of the moisture plume along the sloping terrain. The
passage of the plume boundary led to the erosion of the
nocturnal inversion, rise in the LLJ height (Figs. 10b,c),
increase in low-level moisture (Figs. 10e,f), and resultant increase in both elevated and surface-based CAPE
(Figs. 10h,i). To our knowledge, no prior studies have
examined the influence that such prominent moisture
plumes have on nocturnal convection within central Texas.
The effects of baroclinicity on the LLJ structure are
more pronounced within regions of strongly sloped terrain, which were spatially varying owing to the complex
topography of west Texas. Using the inference that spatial gradients in buoyancy generate horizontal vorticity,

Gebauer et al. (2018) explained that the most pronounced westerly flow component would develop near
the top of the LLJ in the presence of terrain that increases
most predominantly in elevation toward the west. Therefore, the Balcones Escarpment was highly conducive to
the development of a height-veering LLJ, which augmented the flow around the surface low located to the
north of this region. As a result, high-u air that originated
within the residual layer over the Edwards Plateau was
advected over the northward-advancing moisture plume
and region of lower terrain by southwesterly flow located
near the top of the LLJ (Figs. 11g–i). This persistent
differential advection promoted the development of a
pronounced capping inversion (Fig. 10), which moved
progressively farther eastward throughout the night as
the LLJ veered with time. The propensity for capping
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inversion development in response to differential advection by the LLJ in the presence of sloping terrain was
discussed by Fedorovich et al. (2017) and Gebauer
et al. (2018).
As a consequence of differential advection, the narrow corridor of high CAPE located adjacent to Balcones
Escarpment was associated with CIN ’ 100–200 J kg21
throughout much of the night (not shown), precluding
the development of convection within this region.
However, the temporal veering of the LLJ and evolution
of the surface low eventually caused the moisture plume
to advance northeastward away from the Balcones Escarpment (Figs. 11c, 12b), which resulted in ‘‘lid underrunning’’ (e.g., Carlson et al. 1983) and thus provided
the southwestern portion of the simulated MCS with a
weakly capped source of conditionally unstable air by
1200 UTC (Figs. 11f,i). The impacts of such differential
advection and mesoscale heterogeneity on the structure
and evolution of the MCS are now detailed in the following section.

6. Influence of mesoscale heterogeneity on
convective evolution and dynamics
a. Formation of RIJ and bow echo
As was previously discussed, QLCS-W reorganized
into a bow echo near the Oklahoma-–Texas border. In
the WRF simulation, this reorganization occurred after
0800 UTC as the convection moved to the south of the
erroneous outflow boundary and into an environment
that was undisturbed by the previous convection. The
simulated convection subsequently intensified as it
encountered a mesoscale corridor of high CAPE
supported by the temporally veering LLJ, and a pronounced surface cold pool and bow echo structure had
developed by 1000 UTC (Fig. 13). At 1000 UTC, an
elevated layer with CAPE ’ 1000–2250 J kg21 and
CIN , 50 J kg21 was located immediately ahead of the
bow echo, and parcels originating within this layer
required DzLFC ’ 1.2–1.5 km (Figs. 13b,c). Furthermore, the near-surface layer was characterized by
CAPE ’ 500–750 J kg21, which required DzLFC ’ 3 km
in order to be realized. At this time, pronounced
horizontal convergence (as was inferred from the
system-relative winds) was collocated with the leading edge of the cold pool and extended throughout
the lowest ;5 km. Such implied forced ascent was
more than sufficient to lift air residing in both the
high-CAPE and near-surface layers to its LFC,
which suggests that the bow echo might have become
surface-based. Regardless, the apparent capability of
the cold pool to lift a deep layer of conditionally
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unstable air to its LFC was likely of utmost importance in promoting the continued invigoration of
the system.
As the convection intensified and the cold pool
strengthened, the system acquired a pronounced upsheartilted structure (where ‘‘upshear’’ is defined relative to an
environmental layer with the LLJ located at its base;
Fig. 14). Using a horizontal vorticity balance framework
to explain the ‘‘optimal state’’ for continued regeneration of convection within an MCS, Rotunno et al. (1988)
(hereafter RKW theory) described the acquisition of an
upshear tilt for newly developing cells along an outflow
boundary as the consequence of horizontal vorticity
generated baroclinically across the outflow boundary
becoming dominant over the horizontal vorticity associated with the low-level vertical wind shear. RKW
theory was established using a 2D, steady-state, horizontally homogeneous environment with a well-mixed
PBL and a unidirectional shear profile, which may limit
its applicability in environments that have a nearsurface inversion, nocturnal LLJ, and/or considerable
horizontal heterogeneity (French and Parker 2010;
Coniglio et al. 2012). Additionally, this vorticity balance framework becomes complicated by the acquisition of an upshear tilt, which may promote the
development of an RIJ. Weisman (1992) expanded
RKW theory to account for the development of an RIJ
and its effect on MCS structure by considering the role
of horizontal buoyancy gradients (›B/›x) induced by
convection.
Weisman (1993) later applied this expanded framework to describe how the interaction between the RIJ
and bookend vortices may lead to the genesis of a bow
echo. In the presence of a strong cold pool, bookend
vortices along a finite line owe their existence to the
vertical tilting and subsequent stretching of horizontal
vorticity generated baroclinically across the outflow
boundary (Weisman and Davis 1998; Wakimoto et al.
2015). These counter-rotating vortices may promote RIJ
intensification and bow echo development by focusing
the RIJ into a narrow corridor oriented toward the front
of the convective line (Weisman 1993; Wakimoto et al.
2015). Additionally, bow echo formation has been attributed to enhanced latent cooling and downward
momentum transport arising from the development
of an RIJ (e.g., Mahoney et al. 2009; Mahoney and
Lackmann 2011).
At 1000 UTC, an RIJ was evident within the trailingstratiform region and remained largely elevated until impinging upon the rear of the convective line and abruptly
descending within convective downdrafts (Fig. 14). Consistent with the Weisman (1992) framework, the RIJ
was located along and beneath a region characterized by
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FIG. 13. WRF depiction of (a) CAPE (shaded; J kg21), 0-dBZ radar reflectivity (contours), and horizontal winds
(vectors; m s21) for parcels originating at 500 m AGL at 1000 UTC 6 Oct 2014. Vertical cross sections of (b) CAPE
(shaded; J kg21) and ue (contours; K), and (c) CIN (shaded; J kg21) and uy (contours; K) taken through the leading
edge of the bow echo are also shown at 1000 UTC. System-relative wind vectors (m s21; system motion is from right
to left in this and other figures herein) and the cloud boundary (cloud water mixing ratio 1 cloud ice mixing ratio 1
snow mixing ratio 5 0.0001 g kg21; thick black contour) are depicted in both panels. The vertical profile of DzLFC in
(b) is valid at x 5 0 km. The cross sections were zoomed in on the path depicted in Fig. 14.

›B/›x , 0, which yielded horizontal vorticity oriented
such that rear-to-front system-relative flow was induced
beneath the trailing anvil. This induced flow had originated at mid- to upper levels within a region of RH ,
20% (Fig. 14b), which appeared to result from both
subsynoptic-scale subsidence that developed behind the
upper-level short-wave trough (Fig. 15) and mesoscale
subsidence induced by the MCS itself (Fig. 14c; e.g.,
Nicholls et al. 1991; Adams-Selin and Johnson 2013).
The importation of this dry air into the system likely
enhanced latent cooling via evaporation and sublimation and thus strengthened the cold pool circulation.
Additionally, bookend vortices were located on either
side of the convective line (Fig. 16), and the strongest
rear-to-front flow was laterally confined to a narrow
corridor located between them. Therefore, the bookend
vortices presumably augmented the RIJ and focused it
toward the front of the system. As the RIJ approached
the rear of the convective line and abruptly descended,
strong north-northwesterly momentum was transported
downward toward the surface, which enabled the bow
echo to accelerate toward the south-southeast in deviation
from the motion of the upper-level disturbance. The

convection was thenceforth maintained primarily via
convective dynamics and moisture convergence provided by the LLJ.

b. Evolution of bore and backbuilding convection
As the primary convective line was reorganizing into a
bow echo, a long-lived wave train was developing simultaneously to its west over southwestern Oklahoma
(Figs. 17a,b). This wave train continued to move in
tandem with the MCS until sunrise, at which point PBL
mixing led to the erosion of the wave duct.
An internal bore is a type of gravity wave disturbance
that may be generated by the intrusion of a density
current into a near-surface stable layer (Rottman and
Simpson 1989). Bore passages are characterized by a
hydraulic jump and thus typically result in the sustained
upward displacement of the low-level inversion. However, bores may evolve over time into an amplitudeordered train of solitary waves, or a soliton (Christie 1989;
Knupp 2006; Koch et al. 2008a; Toms et al. 2017). Bores
and solitons can persist for several hours if conditions are
sufficient for the trapping of vertically propagating wave
energy within a wave duct (e.g., Scorer 1949; Lindzen and
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Tung 1976; Crook 1988; Parsons et al. 2019). Oftentimes, the LLJ acts as the wave trapping mechanism
within the nocturnal convective environment because
it yields a vertical wind profile characterized by pronounced curvature (Crook 1988; Koch and Clark 1999;
Koch et al. 2008b; Haghi et al. 2017); such a trapping
effect is maximized for waves propagating opposite to the
direction of the LLJ (e.g., Koch et al. 1991).
Favorable conditions for wave trapping can be determined by computing the vertical profile of the square
of the Scorer parameter ‘, which is equivalent to the
square of the vertical wavenumber m under conditions
for which the square of the horizontal wavenumber k is
negligible (Scorer 1949). Solutions for wave trapping
exist when a layer characterized by ‘2 . 0 is located
beneath a layer characterized by ‘2 , 0; the wave duct is
therefore the layer in which ‘2 . 0, which satisfies the
Taylor–Goldstein equation for wave propagation. The
equation for ‘2 is given by
›2 U
2
,
‘2 5
2 ›z
2
(U 2 Cb )
(U 2 Cb )
N2

FIG. 14. Vertical cross sections through the bow echo of (a) vertical
velocity (shaded; m s21), (b) relative humidity (shaded; %),
and (c) buoyancy (m s22) for 1000 UTC. System-relative wind vectors (m s21), uy (contours; K), and the cloud boundary (thick black
contour) are shown in all panels. The dashed violet line demarcates
the separation between the ascending front-to-rear and descending
rear-to-front flow branches. The cross-sectional path is displayed in
the top panel, where 0 km on the x axis corresponds to the green
circle. The buoyancy gradient in (c) assumes that x increases toward
the right.

(2)

where N 2 is the square of the Brunt–Väisälä frequency,
given by N 2 5 (g/uy )(›uy /›z), uy is the virtual potential
temperature, Cb is the bore speed, U is the environmental wind component orthogonal to the bore, and
›2 U/›z2 represents the curvature of the environmental
wind profile. The first and second terms on the rhs are
the stability and curvature terms, respectively. The average speed that the leading wave moved over a 1-h
period was used for Cb .
The far western portion of the wave train was not
associated with CI owing to the presence of a deep, dry
residual layer over southwestern Oklahoma and the
Texas Panhandle and the relatively small amplitudes
associated with the waves in this region (Figs. 17a,b).
This portion of the wave train exhibited a structure
characteristic of a soliton and persisted until sunrise (not
shown). However, backbuilding convection developed
atop the wave train immediately to the west and in the
wake of the bow echo and its associated convective
outflow. The wave structure within this region resembled that of an undular bore, wherein each individual wave passage promoted a net upward displacement
of the inversion layer (Figs. 17c,d). The evolution of the
undular bore and its role in promoting CI is the focus of
the following discussion.
The bore developed and propagated within a
400–500-m-deep inversion (Fig. 17c) that had formed in
response to radiative cooling within an environment characterized by a deep, residual mixed layer. At 0900 UTC, a
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FIG. 15. Depiction of subsidence in the Texas Panhandle region from (top) GOES-13 6.7-mm
midlevel water vapor imagery at 0615 UTC 6 Oct 2014 and (bottom) relative humidity (shaded; %),
isobars (contours; hPa), and flow relative to the motion of the surface low (barbs; kt) on the
309-K isentropic surface from the RAP analysis at 0900 UTC 6 Oct 2014. Warmer colors in the
water vapor imagery depict greater infrared brightness temperatures, indicative of lower water
vapor concentrations. RAP data below ground have been removed.
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FIG. 16. WRF depiction of (a) 1.5-km vertical vorticity (shaded; 31024 s21), 0-dBZ radar
reflectivity (contours), and 1.5-km system-relative flow (vectors; m s21), and (b) 3-km horizontal wind speed (shaded; m s21), 0-dBZ radar reflectivity (contours), and 3-km systemrelative flow (vectors; m s21) at 1000 UTC 6 Oct 2014. Radar reflectivity is taken at
1 km AGL.

strong, orthogonal LLJ with substantial curvature existed
within the environment ahead of the bore (Fig. 18a). The
corresponding vertical profile of ‘2 was characterized
by a transition from strongly positive to negative
values at approximately 450 m AGL (Fig. 18c). This
transition was almost entirely dominated by a change
in sign of the curvature term at this level, which was
associated with an inflection point in the wind profile
just above the level of maximum winds in the opposing LLJ. Thus, the dominant wave duct was confined

to the lowest 450 m owing to this inflection point, which
is consistent with the findings of previous studies (Koch
and Clark 1999; Koch et al. 2008b; Haghi et al. 2017;
Toms et al. 2017). However, evanescent waves were
apparent throughout the lowest ;3 km of Fig. 17c,
above which vertically propagating waves were evident
beneath ;4.5 km. Therefore, the ducting layer within
the lowest 450 m was evidently too shallow to effectively
trap wave energy for a vertical wavelength of ;3 km,
which is consistent with the expectations from linear
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FIG. 17. As in Fig. 16, but for 1-km vertical velocity (shaded; m s21), 0-dBZ radar reflectivity (contours), and 3-km ground-relative winds
(vectors; m s21) at (a) 0900 and (b) 1000 UTC. Vertical cross sections of (middle) vertical velocity (shaded; m s21), u (gray contours; K),
and system-relative winds (vectors; m s21), and (bottom) CAPE (shaded; J kg21), ue (gray contours; K), system-relative winds (vectors;
m s21), and cloud boundary (thick black contour) are shown in (c),(e) at 0900 and (d),(f) at 1000 UTC, respectively. The inflow profiles of
DzLFC depicted in (e) and (f) were computed at the violet and orange stars in (c) and (d), respectively. The cross-section paths are shown in
(c) and (d) for each corresponding time.
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FIG. 18. Inflow profiles ahead of the region of backbuilding convection of (top) wave-orthogonal ground-relative
winds (vectors; m s21) and vertical wind shear (shaded; s21) for (a) 0900 and (b) 1000 UTC and (bottom) Scorer
parameter for (c) 0900 and (d) 1000 UTC. The profiles for 0900 and 1000 UTC were computed at the violet and
orange stars in Fig. 17, respectively.

wave theory (Lindzen and Tung 1976). Additionally, the
inflow wind profile lacked any discernible critical level
(Fig. 18a), although a reversal in the system-relative
winds was apparent at ;4.25 km directly above the waves
(Fig. 17c). Because this critical level was located within a
layer of high static stability, it was unlikely to have aided
in wave trapping (Booker and Bretherton 1967).
By 1000 UTC, the amplitudes of the trailing waves
had decreased significantly, although the leading bore
was still quite pronounced (Fig. 17d). Between 0900
and 1000 UTC, the moisture plume had advanced

northwestward around the low and become located adjacent to this portion of the bore (Figs. 11b,e). The
modifications to the vertical wind and stability profiles
arising from the passage of the moisture plume further
reduced the effectiveness of the low-level wave duct
(Figs. 18b,d). Additionally, no distinct critical level
was apparent within the environment at this time.
Figures 17a,b indicate that the 3-km wind field had been
significantly altered by the bow echo, which resulted in
winds that were oriented approximately parallel to the bore
within this region. Therefore, the further degradation of
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the low-level wave duct and the midlevel flow modifications induced by the bow echo likely caused this portion
of the bore to weaken considerably between 0900 and
1000 UTC. In contrast, the 3-km wind field in proximity to
the long-lived soliton was less prominently affected by the
bow echo, which may have increased the likelihood that a
critical level contributed to wave trapping within this region.
Backbuilding convection had formed atop the bore
by 0900 UTC and became more widespread with time
(Figs. 17a,b). Along the path shown in Figs. 17c–f, convection first developed ;25 km behind the leading wave
at 0900 UTC as elevated air originating primarily between ;1 and 2.5 km AGL was progressively lifted until
it reached its LFC. Although the highest CAPE was
located within the lowest ;700 m, air within this layer
required DzLFC . 1.5 km and was therefore unlikely to
have reached its LFC after traversing just 25 km.
However, a layer of high-ue air extended rearward from
the updraft located at x ’ 90 km, which continued to
gradually ascend over the cold pool. A second convective cell was located at x ’ 140 km, which likely formed
once air within the high-ue layer was eventually lifted
to its LFC. Despite that the bore had weakened
by 1000 UTC, the cold pool within this region had
deepened such that CI was still supported (Figs. 17b,d).
Net upward displacements of a few hundred meters
occurred as environmental air was lifted over the bore
and trailing cold pool, which was adequate for air originating between ;1.5–2.5 km to reach its LFC (Figs. 17d,f).
Therefore, the expanding convective cold pool enabled
backbuilding CI to continue once the bore could no longer
provide sufficient lifting. Over time, the backbuilding
convection and bow echo congealed, which helped to
promote the evolution into an organized LLTS MCS.
The evolution of the backbuilding convection exhibited
some similarity to the conceptual model provided by
Peters and Schumacher (2015), who showed that sustained ascent of capped, but conditionally unstable air
over a cold pool can promote backbuilding CI. In their
study, the outflow boundary was unable to initiate convection owing to both the existence of low-level CIN and
the presence of a strong LLJ oriented orthogonal to the
boundary, which yielded horizontal vorticity of the same
orientation as that produced baroclinically across the
outflow boundary. However, because the backbuilding
convection herein initially formed as elevated air was
lifted by a bore, the presence of a strong, orthogonal LLJ
was necessary because it helped to provide the duct required to maintain the waves. Additionally, the magnitude of the cold-pool-relative winds, which is modulated
by the LLJ, is one factor within hydraulic theory that
determines whether or not a bore will develop ahead
of a density current (Rottman and Simpson 1989; Koch
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et al. 1991; Haghi et al. 2017). Therefore, the role that
the low-level wind profile has in the development of
backbuilding convection varies based upon the phenomenon responsible for lifting air to its LFC. Similar
findings were noted by French and Parker (2010), who
described how the orientation and magnitude of the
low-level shear affected RKW balance for a coldpool-driven system, but as the system became bore
driven, the low-level shear modulated the amplitude
of the bore.

c. Evolution into leading-line, trailing-stratiform
MCS
After the reorganization of QLCS-W into a bow echo
with a trailing region of backbuilding convection, the
system continued toward the south-southeast and ultimately merged with a convective cluster that had developed over north-central Texas at approximately
0900 UTC (Figs. 1c, 12a). By 1000 UTC, this cluster had
formed within the WRF simulation in nearly the same
location as the observed convection (Fig. 13a). The
simulated convective cluster, which developed just to
the north of x 5 300–350 km in Fig. 10, was sustained by
elevated CAPE that had materialized as a result of differential moisture advection by the temporally and
height-veering LLJ. The convective cluster formed near
the collocation of the leading edge of the moisture
plume (Figs. 10f, 11b) and an eastward-moving band of
elevated convergence (Fig. 10c), which was located
downstream from the Edwards Plateau and region of
strongest capping (Fig. 11h). Therefore, the processes
that likely led to CI were largely consistent with the
recent findings of Gebauer et al. (2018), who described
how mesoscale heterogeneity in LLJ structure produces
elevated convergence and differential moisture advection, which can promote nocturnal CI in the absence
of a surface boundary.
This convective cluster merged with the western
portion of the observed bow echo after 1200 UTC
(Fig. 1d), whereas the cluster merged with the southeastern flank of the simulated bow echo (Fig. 8d). As a
result, the western portion of the observed MCS intensified following the merger, while the eastern portion
of the simulated MCS intensified. Because the cluster
formed in nearly the same location in both the observations and WRF simulation, this discrepancy was likely
attributed to the aforementioned westward bias in the
location of the simulated bow echo. Regardless of this
difference, both the observed and simulated MCSs
acquired a LLTS structure after 1200 UTC.
The southwestern flank of the MCS was located adjacent to the moisture plume in both the observations
and WRF simulation by 1200 UTC (Figs. 11c, 12b).
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The simulated moisture plume had underrun the
northeastern extent of the strong capping inversion by
this time (Fig. 11i), and thus a minimally capped corridor
of high surface-based CAPE (.1500 J kg21; Fig. 11f)
was located beside the outflow boundary prior to sunrise. At 1300 UTC, which was shortly after sunrise but
prior to any appreciable insolation (Fig. 19a), the inflow
region lacked a near-surface inversion, and CAPE .
1750 J kg21 existed over the lowest ;1 km (Figs. 19g, 20a).
Surface parcels required DzLFC ’ 2 km, which steadily
decreased to DzLFC ’ 1.1 km for parcels originating at
1 km AGL (not shown). A deep surface cold pool had
developed by this time, which presumably provided
sufficient lifting for both elevated and near-surface
parcels to reach their LFCs as they were swept rearward behind the outflow boundary. Therefore, the existence of a deep cold pool supported the potential
for the southwestern portion of the MCS to become
surface based prior to sunrise as it interacted with the
low-level moisture plume. Strong southwesterly inflow
provided sustained low-level moisture convergence
along this flank of the system, which supported its invigoration and helped to augment the developing
trailing-stratiform region (Fig. 8d).

d. Response to solar heating
Prior to the onset of solar heating, the uy differential
across the cold pool was largest along the southwestern
flank of the MCS owing to the presence of the low-level
moisture plume (Fig. 19d). In addition to its characteristically high water vapor concentration, widespread
low-level cloud cover existed within the plume (Fig. 12b).
The net radiation (RNET ), which is defined as
4
,
RNET 5 (1 2 a)RSWY 1 RLWY 2 «sTSFC

(3)

where a is the surface albedo, RSWY is the net downwelling shortwave radiation, RLWY is the net downwelling longwave radiation, « is the surface emissivity,
s is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and TSFC is the
ground surface temperature, depicts that the enhanced
moisture and low-level cloud cover contributed a net
surface heating effect throughout the plume during the
nighttime (Fig. 19a). As a result, contributions from
both radiation and advection supported the high values
of surface uy within this region.
By 1500 UTC, solar radiation had increased surface
temperatures across southeastern Texas, and the low-level
cloud cover within the moisture plume was still evident to
the southwest of the MCS (Fig. 12c). The net radiation
RNET had increased considerably throughout the WRF
domain in association with the onset of insolation by this
time (Fig. 19b), and the effects of low-level cloud cover on
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the radiation and uy fields remained apparent within the
plume, although the cloud cover instead acted to reduce
the surface heating within this region (Fig. 19e). To the
south of the MCS, where clouds were either absent or
sporadic, the onset of insolation promoted considerable
and rapid increases in both uy and surface-based CAPE
(Fig. 19h). Such an abrupt increase in surface-based
CAPE was attributed to both surface warming and the
downward transport of elevated moisture that had been
advected inland from over the Gulf of Mexico by
the LLJ.
Overall, the MCS had become better organized by
1500 UTC, but the system had acquired a highly asymmetric shape as convection along the western and
southwestern flanks had weakened (Figs. 1e, 8e). Consequently, the western portion of the trailing-stratiform
region had begun to erode, and the strongest convection
was located along the southern and southeastern flanks
of the MCS (Fig. 12c). Despite the presence of cloud
cover ahead of the southwestern flank, the cold pool
within this region had become shallower with time (cf.
Figs. 20a,b) as the uy gradient across the outflow boundary increased in response to differential heating. Moreover, this flank of the MCS had moved into the strongly
capped environment to the east of the Edwards Plateau,
and the high-CAPE air located beneath ;1 km required
DzLFC ’ 1.3–2.1 km. Therefore, the weakening convection along the southwestern flank was highly elevated and
developed only after this air had been swept sufficiently
rearward over the cold pool. In contrast, the capping inversion was weaker in southeastern Texas, and thus
the southern portion of the MCS remained intense
as a deep cold pool sufficiently lifted air with CAPE .
2500–3000 J kg21 to its LFC (Fig. 20c).
After 1700 UTC, the trailing-stratiform region was
almost entirely absent, and the remaining convective
line began to interact with clusters moving inland from
over the Gulf of Mexico (Figs. 1f, 12d). Continued surface heating had promoted further increases in environmental uy to the south of the MCS (Figs. 19c,f), and
surface-based CAPE values of 2000–3000 J kg21 enabled strong convection to continually develop along the
outflow boundary (Figs. 19i, 20d). However, outflow and
cloud cover associated with inland-moving convection
had begun to modify the near-storm environment along
the southern and southeastern flanks of the MCS, and
mesoscale regions of diminished CAPE developed in
the wake of these clusters. As a result of these destructive effects, the remaining convective line became
increasingly disorganized with time, but several clusters
of strong convection persisted within the weakly capped,
conditionally unstable environment as they moved over
the Gulf of Mexico during the afternoon (Figs. 1f, 8f).
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FIG. 19. WRF depiction of net radiation (shaded; W m22), 0-dBZ radar reflectivity (gray contour), and 300-hPa horizontal winds (barbs;
kts) for (a) 1300, (b) 1500, and (c) 1700 UTC; surface uy (shaded; K), 0-dBZ radar reflectivity (black contour), and ground-relative surface
winds (vectors; m s21) for (d) 1300, (e) 1500, and (f) 1700 UTC; and surface-based CAPE (shaded; J kg21), 0-dBZ radar reflectivity (violet
contour), and 0–1-km bulk wind difference (vectors; m s21) for (g) 1300, (h) 1500, and (i) 1700 UTC 6 Oct 2014. All surface values
correspond to the lowest model level. Radar reflectivity is taken at 500 m AGL.

7. Summary and conclusions
This study provided a thorough investigation into the
multiscale processes contributing to the development,
reorganization, and daytime persistence of a nocturnal
MCS on 6 October 2014. This MCS originated from two
elevated convective clusters that developed in response
to enhanced frontogenesis in the presence of a nocturnal
LLJ. These clusters quickly grew upscale into a QLCS,
which produced numerous severe reports and a nocturnal tornado within central Oklahoma. The QLCS

subsequently weakened and split into two portions, and
QLCS-E continued to move southeastward in tandem
with the upper-level disturbance. In contrast, QLCS-W
reorganized into a bow echo with a pronounced cold
pool and RIJ as it encountered an increasingly unstable
environment supported by the LLJ. An undular bore
developed immediately to the west of the bow echo, and
sustained ascent of warm, moist air over the bore and
trailing cold pool led to the development of backbuilding convection. The bow echo and backbuilding
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FIG. 20. Vertical cross sections of CAPE (shaded; J kg21), system-relative wind vectors (m s21), uy (contours; K),
and cloud boundary (thick black contour) taken through the southwestern portion of the MCS at (a) 1300 and
(b) 1500 UTC and the southern portion of the MCS at (c) 1500 and (d) 1700 UTC 6 Oct 2014. The paths for each
cross section are shown in the top-right corner of each respective panel.

convection congealed with time, and the system eventually organized into a LLTS MCS as it moved toward
the south-southeast.
The mesoscale environment was characterized by
considerable heterogeneity owing to the interaction
between the LLJ and the topography of west Texas.
Following the onset of the LLJ, a narrow moisture
plume characterized by high surface-based CAPE advanced northward parallel to the Balcones Escarpment.
Additionally, the development of a spatially heterogeneous LLJ led to the formation of a strong capping
inversion to the east of the Edwards Plateau. The
northeastern extent of the moisture plume eventually
underran the capping inversion and became adjacent to
the southwestern flank of the MCS, which supported
its invigoration and the development of a strong cold
pool. The resultant enhancement of convection along
this flank helped to augment the developing trailingstratiform region and thus aided in the organization of
the MCS. Additionally, elevated convergence associated with the spatially heterogeneous LLJ led to the

initiation of a convective cluster over north-central
Texas, which ultimately merged with the MCS after
1200 UTC.
Following the commencement of solar heating, surfacebased CAPE rapidly increased across southeastern
Texas owing to both surface warming and downward
moisture transport. As a result, strong convection persisted along the southern and southeastern flanks of the
MCS as the strong cold pool sufficiently lifted the
destabilizing near-surface air to its LFC. However,
convection along the southwestern flank weakened
considerably after sunrise as it moved into an increasingly capped environment east of the Edwards
Plateau. By 1700 UTC, the stratiform region had completely eroded, and the MCS became progressively disorganized as it subsequently interacted with convection
moving inland from over the Gulf of Mexico. Despite
these interactions, the presence of an established cold
pool and high CAPE permitted strong convective
clusters to persist into the afternoon as they moved off
the Gulf Coast.
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The close proximity of the MCS to the Gulf of Mexico
enabled its inflow environment to rapidly destabilize—
both during the nighttime and after sunrise—as abundant moisture was readily advected inland by the LLJ.
As a result, the cessation of the LLJ did not diminish the
source of conditionally unstable air for the MCS, as might
have occurred with other nocturnal systems located
farther to the north. Instead, the onset of solar heating in
the presence of prevailing southerly flow further increased CAPE throughout the inflow region. However,
the ability for the MCS to become organized and
develop a strong cold pool prior to sunrise was also
crucial for its daytime persistence because 1) the maintenance mechanism for a wave-driven system would
have dissipated with the onset of daytime PBL mixing,
and 2) the presence of a capping inversion over much of
the region meant that significant lifting was still required
for the rapidly destabilizing low-level air to reach its
LFC. Because the topography of Texas had such a
strong influence on establishing considerable heterogeneity within the environment, which ultimately had
important implications for the evolution and longevity
of the MCS, the applicability of these findings to persistent MCSs located outside of this region may be limited.
Therefore, additional observational and numerical
modeling studies of long-lived MCSs are needed, both
within and outside the southern Great Plains, to determine whether or not the processes discussed herein
can be more broadly applied to other cases of daytime
persistence.
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